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There is” e “There are 

1. Observe a imagem abaixo e complete as frases com “There is” ou 

“There are”:  

 

a) ______________ two windows in the bedroom. 

b) ______________ one bed in the room. 

c) ______________ some books in the bedroom. 

d) ______________ two rugs in the room 

e) _____________ a closet/wardrobe in the room. 

f) ______________ a painting in the room. 

g) ______________ a chair in the bedroom. 

h) ______________ two pillows on the bed. 

2. Sobre o uso de “There is/are”, aplique-os de acordo com as imagens. 
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3. Na canção “Imagine” de John Lennon há a seguinte passagem: “Imagine 

there's no heaven”. Sabendo que nessa frase há uma contração,  assinale 

a opção abaixo com a forma mais formal dessa expressão. 

a) There are                                                  b) There are not  

c) There is                                                     d) There is not 

4. Observe o trecho a seguir. 

“There is a small town in the mountains with only a few houses and shops, but 

it's very pretty. You can see lots of trees, hills and a river running through it.” 

No trecho acima, há a passagem “There is a small town in the mountains with 

only a few houses and shops”. Marque a alternativa onde esta frase encontra-

se na forma negativa. 

a) There are not a small town in the mountains with only a few houses and 

shops. 

b) There is not a small town in the mountains with only a few houses and shops. 

c) There are a small town in the mountains with only a few houses and shops. 

d) There is a small town in the mountains with only a few houses and shops. 

5. Escreva frases em inglês utilizando There is ou There are a partir das 

palavras sugeridas. 
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